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A B O U T U S

Mirrorstone Heating is a company you can trust. Established in 2010, we’ve 
been manufacturing and supplying energy-efficient products for over a decade.

As such, we’ve amassed a wealth of experience and knowledge about Infrared 
Heating systems and are pioneers, being one of the first companies to 
introduce the technology to the UK.

We’re making it our mission to change 

the way you heat your home for the 

better, forever. When you begin using 

this completely safe and 100% natural 

Infrared system you’ll never look at 

heating in the same way again!

1000+

18,000sq ft

7days
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We offer over 1000 Infrared Heating products to suit all needs and room types, 
so there will be very little issue kitting out entire homes from our range!

We have a huge 18,000 square foot warehouse in the heart of England, 
so our deliveries are fast!

We’re the first company in the UK to offer a delivery time of up to 7 days on our 
Custom Printed IR Panels – other companies can take up to 2 months!

O U R  M I S S I O N



Imagine you’re standing outside in the sun 
on a clear summer’s day – you can feel the 
sunshine directly on your skin, right? This is 
simply the infrared waves hitting your body 
and warming you up.

This is exactly how our Infrared Heating 
Panels work too – they emit waves that hit 
objects directly, rather than warming up the 
air in a room which is how convection heat 
works.

W H AT I S
I N F R A R E D ?

Infrared heat is all around us all the time, as it’s 
a completely naturally occurring type of heat. 
It’s part of the electromagnetic spectrum, so it 
belongs to the same family as things like x-rays, 
radio waves and visible light.

These are some of the different types of 
energy that we use every day:
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We feel infrared in the form of heat and, in fact, 
it's the same kind of heat emitted by the sun, 
without of course the harmful UV rays! This 
does mean that infrared is completely safe to 
use. Don’t forget, any remote controls you have 
in your home use infrared too, so you’re already 
using the technology!

    Mirrorstone IR Heating

H O W  D O E S  IN-
FRARED H E AT I N G  
W O R K ?

Infrared Radio Waves Visable Light
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They produce healthy, safe 
heat that reduces 
dampness, eradicates 
mould and promotes 
general wellbeing.

They’re energy-efficient and 
eco-friendly, producing zero 
CO2 and reducing your 
carbon footprint consider-
ably.

A single IR Panel Heater can 
reduce your heating bill by 
roughly £440 per year 
compared to an electric 
convection heater. 

IR heating technology is 
already used in Germany and 
Austria, both of which are 
famed for their strict safety 
regulations.

Containing no moving parts, 
they require no mainte-
nance, unlike a gas boiler 
which costs £50 - £80 to 
service.

The various remote 
options with the NXT Gen 
and Solis ranges gives you 
total control of the Panel 
straight out of the box.

A lifespan of up to 25 years 
ensures that they’ll outlast 
traditional convection wall 
heaters many times over. 

At just 22mm thick, 
they’re wonderfully 
discreet and unobtrusive 
at around the same depth 
as a paperback novel.

Infrared Heating Panels will fit perfectly into your everyday life, 
because:I N T R O D U C I N G  T H E

I N F R A R E D  PA N E L

Our Infrared Panels are comprised of an FIR Coating surface with a 
printed element, an aluminium backplate, two sturdy brackets, a 
junction box and approximately 1.7m of electric flex cable.

They can be mounted on walls, or suspended from ceilings, and can 
be plugged into any 3-pin plug socket, or hardwired directly to the 
mains supply.



In terms of how you would physically use 
Infrared Heaters, they aren’t actually that 
different to standard radiators, in that you 
switch them on when you feel cold, and you 
switch them off again once you reach a 
comfortable temperature.

I N F R A R E D  V S
C O N V E C T I O N

The panels also get quite hot when they’re on. 
Again, this is similar to standard radiators, only 
IR Panels won't burn you because of how they 
dissipate heat. As a result, they're safer than 
conventional radiators due to the lack of moving 
parts, and that they don’t need a gas supply.

The only real differences between convection 
heaters and Infrared Panels are the appearance 
and the way they heat you – IR Panels are far 
thinner, more discreet, and use infrared waves, 
while conventional radiators are cumbersome 
and use convection currents.
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Convection Heating Infrared Heating

Convection heaters 
work by warming up 

the air in a room.

This circulates hot
and cold air around a
room in a convection

current.

Dust and germs are
spread as a result,
creating a stuffy,

humid environment.

Infrared panels work
by heating up individual

objects in a room.

Objects absorbs
some of the

energy, whilst the
rest bounce off.

This creates dry heat 
that feels refreshing 
and comfortable to 

be in.

Characteristics of convection
heating:

Characteristics of infrared
heating:



60% 
up to

total  savings

Infrared Panels can save you lots of money when compared 
to convection heaters, and they do this in a number of ways.
Infrared heats objects instead of the air. It takes far less 
energy to heat surface area than it does to heat a volume of 
air, taking just a couple of minutes instead of the usual 
30-45 minutes. This translates to lower energy bills for you.

S AV E  M O N E Y W I T H
I N F R A R E D  H E AT I N G

Our panels also have no moving parts, so they don’t need 
servicing like boilers do. On average, boiler services can cost 
anywhere between £50-80!

This also means that Infrared Heaters have incredibly high 
reliability rates, with lifespans of up to 100,000 hours (approx-
imately 25 years), so you can rest assured that you won’t have 
to shell out for any repairs during those cold winter months.

All in all, Infrared Panels can save you up to 60% off the cost 
of your heating. According to figures from ukpower.co.uk, the 
average electricity bill for a 3 or 4 bedroom house is £590 per 
year. By switching from convection heating to Infrared 
Heating, you can slash this number to well below £400, 
highlighting the savings you can make!

maintenance
costs per

year

Running time

Method of
heating

Zero maintenance costs £50-80 service costs

Feel the heat in 2-3 minutes Feel the heat in 30-45 
minutes

Heating surface area
requires 60% less energy

Heating air requires
60% more energy

Infrared Heating Central Heating
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Wattage per m3

Poor Insulation Moderate Insulation Good Insulation

35W Per m3 30W Per m3 25W Per m3

It’s easy to work out how many panels you'll 
need for any room – all you’ll require are a 
measuring tape, a calculator, and a little bit of 
info about how well insulated your home is.

C A LC U L AT E  H O W  
M A N Y PA N E L S
YO U  N E E D
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Step by Step
Step 01
Measure the length (L), 
width (W) and height (H) of 
your room in metres (m).

Step 02
Multiply the length by the 
width by the height (L x W x H). 
This will give you the volume 
(V) in cubic metres (m3).

Step 03
Use the table below to 
see how much heat you 
need per cubic metre.

Step 04
Multiply the volume by the 
recommended wattage per 
cubic metre. This will give you 
the total wattage requirement.

Step 05
Have a look at how many panels 
you'll need to reach your total 
wattage requirement. For 
example, if the total wattage for 
your room is 1400W, then a set of 
two 700W panels would be ideal.

    Mirrorstone IR Heating



I N S TA L L I N G  YO U R  
I N F R A R E D  PA N E L

Infrared panel heaters are as simple as 1-2-3 to 
install, and you’ll finish the job in less than an hour 
without needing any help from a professional.

Simply drill holes as directed by the template in the 
box, position the screws and mount your panel. It 
really is as simple as that. 

Wall installations can easily be accomplished by one 
person, whereas ceiling mountings will take two 
people a matter of minutes to achieve!

And, unlike traditional electric and gas wall heaters, 
you won’t have to shell out hundreds of pounds on a 
fitter’s expertise and labour charges because you’ll 
have accomplished the entire job yourself!

•  Open your box and take out the contents. 

•  In it, you’ll find the IR panel heater itself, together with  

    a pack of plugs and screws. There’s also a template and a  

   2-year warranty certificate.

•  Use the template and a spirit level to work out exactly  

   where you’d like to mount the panel, be it on a wall or a  

   ceiling.

•  Drill 4 holes and use the wall plugs to position the screws  

    securely.

•  Plug your heater in to a standard 240v mains connection  

   and put the kettle on, because you’ll begin to feel the heat  

    it produces before it’s even boiled!

fig.1

fig.2

fig.3
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As simple as 1-2-3 
to install
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M A X I M I S I N G  H E AT
D I S T R I B U T I O N  

Infrared is a great way of heating your rooms up, but each 
installation will be different because of various factors such as 
size, shape, insulation level, surrounding rooms, just to name a 
few.

They can also be quite directional in practice. Combined with 
the fact that some rooms will also require more than one 
heater, you may need to be mindful of where you’re placing 
your heaters so that you can ensure there are no cold spots. 
This is what’s known as maximising your heat distribution, and 
this is vitally important when trying to heat especially unique or 
odd shaped rooms.

We do this through what’s called ‘heating patterns’, thermal 
routines or heat maps. A simple example of this would be if you 
had one heater in the corner of your room, the opposite corner 
would be the coolest area.

Naturally, this would get more complex as you have multiple 
heaters and different shaped rooms, but it is something that 
you have to consider, as it is a crucial part of ensuring an even 
spread of heat.

Wall Mount VS Ceiling Mounted

This diagram demonstrates the advantage of ceiling mounting a 1200w 
panel in this room, compared to wall mounting it, and the difference it 
makes in the heat distribution.

1200W

1200W

There are two main factors that will determine the spread of heat in your 
room:

• The shape of the room, and…
• Whether you want to wall mount of ceiling mount your heating panels.

Let’s look at some examples of how both these factors would affect the 
heat distribution in a room.

Option 1 (1 x 1200W Panel Wall Mounted) Option 2 (1 x 1200W Panel Ceiling Mounted)

35.4m3 = 1063W Requirement
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L-Shaped Rooms

The diagram below highlights the cold spot that would result 
from using a set of two 1200w panels in this L-shaped room. In 
comparison, we get a much better spread of heat if we use two 
580w panels and one 1200w panel.

Long Rooms

It’s a similar situation when heating a long room. Using fewer high-power 
panels results in cold spots, but opting for more low-powered panels 
results in a far better distribution of heat.

Option 1 (2 x 1200W Panel Wall Mounted)

Option 2 (1 x 1200W & 2 x 580W Panel Wall Mounted)

74.2m3 = 2226W Requirement

Option 1 (2 x 1200W Panel Wall Mounted)

Option 2 (1 x 1200W & 2 x 580W Panel Wall Mounted)

67.2m3 = 2016W Requirement

1200W

12
00

W

1200W

580W

58
0W

1200W

12
00

W

1200W

580W

58
0W



In today’s energy-efficient and climate conscious world, 
making your heating as efficient as possible is key. That’s 
why we offer both NXT Gen Infrared Panels and Solis Wi-Fi 
Infrared Panels, which offer integrated remote control out 
of the box, and Wi-Fi connectivity respectively. We’ve 
made them super easy to use, making upgrading to 
infrared effortless.

C O N T R O L L I N G  YO U R
I N F R A R E D  PA N E L
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Automatic Temperature Control – Each panel 
can automatically regulate the temperature in a 
room by switching the heater on and off.

7 Day Programmer – Set separate on and off 
times for weekdays and weekends.

Adaptive Start – NXT Gen Panels can think. They 
can switch on early so that your room is up to 
temperature at the time you set.

Open Window Technology – Our NXT Gen Panels 
know when you windows are open, and switch off 
if it detects that they are, saving on unnecessary 
energy usage.

    Mirrorstone IR Heating
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Using the Smart Life App, distance controlling is now a reality with 
infrared heating thanks to the Solis Wi-Fi Infrared Panels. Connect 
them wirelessly to a smartphone or tablet, and control the panel 
from anywhere in the world! Enjoy features such as weekly 
timers, automatic temperature control, zone control and more. 
Better yet, its fully compatible with Alexa and Google Assistant, 
allowing total voice control.

 I R  H E AT I N G  PA N E L

Wi-Fi



Below you’ll find the floor plan for the downstairs area of a very well 
insulated home.

C A S E  S T U DY 0 1

Living Room

Dining Room Kitchen

Garage

Porch

5m

5m

4m

7m

4m

2m

6m

2m

Taking these measurements into account, along with the room height of 
2.5m, we can calculate the required wattage for each room as the following:

Living Room

Volume (m3) Required Wattage

82.5m3 2062.5W

Dining Room

Kitchen

20m3 500W

30m3 750W

This means we can use a 1200W panel and a 900W panel in the living 
room, a 580W panel in the dining room, and a 700W panel in the 
kitchen. With an average daily use of 5.5 hours, and an average price of 
17p per kWh, the cost of running infrared panels downstairs for a year 
comes to the following:

Living Room

Yearly Power
Consumption (kWh) Cost (£)

4129.125kWh £701.95

Dining Room

Kitchen

1001kWh £170.17

1501.5kWh £255.26

14    Mirrorstone IR Heating



These figures are likely to be higher than normal, as the heaters probably 
won’t be on during summer. Doing the same electric convection heaters 
gives us the following costs:

Living Room

Volume (m3)
Required 
Convection
Wattage

82.5m3 3780W

Dining Room

Kitchen

20m3 1340W

30m3 2020W

Cost (£)
Yearly Power
Consumption
(kWh)

7567.56kWh

2682.68kWh

4044.04kWh

£1286.49

£456.06

£687.49

While these are unlikely to be used during summer as well, it does go to 
show the huge difference in cost. The cost of heating the living room 
would fall by 45%, whilst the cost of heating the dining room and kitchen 
would both drop by 62%.

In total, the actual annual saving is £1302.66.

45%
LIVING ROOM
SAVINGS

approx

62%
DINING ROOM
SAVINGS

approx

62%
KITCHEN
SAVINGS

approx

15350W Classic White IR Panel



In this example, we have an over-door heater in the inside of a 
pharmacy.

Given than the heater is on for the entirety of the 8 hours per 
day that the pharmacy is open for, calculating the yearly 
energy consumption is relatively straightforward.

C A S E  S T U DY 0 2 The pharmacy is now switching to a Mirrorstone 1200w Helios Bar 
Heater. Below are the differences in power consumption for the year.

The difference in power consumption for the year is already apparent, 
but when we apply the cost of electricity, approximately 17p per kWh, we 
end up with the following costs.

3kW Convection Fan Heater

Yearly Power Consumption (kWh)Model

6240kWh

2496kWhMirrorstone 1200w Helios Bar Heater

By switching to electric infrared, the pharmacy saved exactly 60% on the 
cost of their over door heater! This equates to an actual monetary 
saving of £636.48 annually.
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3kW Convection Fan Heater

    Mirrorstone IR Heating

3kW Convection Fan Heater

Yearly Cost (£)Model

£1060.80

£424.32Mirrorstone 1200w Helios Bar Heater
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60% total savings 
with IR heating

approx

Mirrorstone 1200w Helios Bar Heater



S A F E T Y O F
I N F R A R E D

Infrared Heating Panels 
represent the future of 
domestic heating as they’re 
the most discreet heating 
solution on today’s market 
and they’re incredibly safe to 
use as well, because:

They produce the same type of 

radiant warmth as the sun, and we’d 

really struggle without that!

They’re built incredibly simply and 

contain no moving parts that could 

malfunction or cause danger.

They reduce mould-growth and dust 

circulation, benefitting the circulatory 

system and promoting good health in 

general.

They’re easy to mount high up on a 

wall or a ceiling, well out of the way of 

small hands and fingers.

Although the surface of the panel 

reaches 95°C it won’t burn you 

because of the way it dissipates heat. 

We can’t live without 
infrared waves and they’re not just 
harmless, they’re good for you. Indeed, IR is 
fast becoming the go-to treatment at many 
forward-thinking health spas! So, hang your 
IR panel heater just like a picture or out of 
harm’s way on the ceiling and no one will 
even know it’s there, let alone be injured by it!

18    Mirrorstone IR Heating
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The panel is                                by the way - will 
be ordering the rest to heat our whole home.
Thank you.
    
- Laura Anne Murphy

Amazing product!! amazed by how much this heats my living 
room and how much it has saved me on energy, I will 
definitely be coming back to finish off the rest of the rooms 
in my house.

- Jim Jackson

Very discreet heater for my man cave, ideal as 
can plug it straight into a socket and hanging 
on the wall was effortless. Can now relax in 
these cold winter nights.

- Pat McGeary

Panel just arrived. Thank you. Looks 
gorgeous, can't wait to get it up on 
the wall. Very Happy.
 

T E S T I M O N I A L S
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Bringing smart tech to the world of infrared heating, our Solis 
Wi-Fi heating panels connect effortlessly to your smart phone or 
tablet, and can be operated from anywhere in the world! For this 
reason, they’re great for both domestic and commercial use, and 
come with countless features on the Smart Life app, available on 
the App Store and Google Play.

 
I R  PA N E L S

Wi-Fi Enabled
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Surface Material:   Premium FIR Coated

Surface Temperature:  75-95oC  

Voltage:    230V       

Frame:                            white/silver/black

Cable:    1.7m    

Installation:                  wall/ceiling    

Warranty:   2 years (extendable)

Protection Class:   IP54

Certification:   



Our revolutionary NXT Gen Infrared Heating Panels are the byword 
for up-to-the-minute, 21st century technology in the heating indus-
try. They’re equally suited to both domestic and commercial instal-
lations, and come with integrated thermostats along with remote 
controls, allowing for full control straight out of the box. 

N X T G E N  
I R  PA N E L S

22    Mirrorstone IR Heating

The terms outlined above are subject to change without prior notice. You can 
find the latest updates on our website at www.mirrorstoneheating.co.uk
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Surface Material:   Premium FIR Coating

Surface Temperature:  75-95oC  

Voltage:    230V       

Frame:                            white/silver/black

Cable:    1.7m    

Installation:                  wall/ceiling    

Warranty:   2 years (extendable)

Protection Class:   IP54

Certification:   



Our Classic White IR Heating Panels are incredibly flexible 
and versatile. They’re equally suited to domestic and 
commercial installations and can be used in diverse 
locations like bathroom walls and office ceilings. Wonder-
fully adaptable, they’re available in three stylish frame 
options to suit any style of décor.

C L A S S I C  W H I T E
I R  PA N E L S
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Surface Material:   Premium FIR Coating

Surface Temperature:  115oC  

Voltage:    230V       

Frame:                            white/silver/black

Cable:    1.7m    

Installation:                 wall/ceiling    

Warranty:   2 years (extendable)

Protection Class:   IP54

Certification:   
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Surface Material:   Premium FIR Coating

Surface Temperature:  115oC  

Voltage:    230V       

Frame:                            white/silver/black

Cable:    1.7m    

Installation:                 wall/ceiling    

Warranty:   2 years (extendable)

Protection Class:   IP54

Certification:   
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Sleek and stylish, our White Frameless Infrared Heating 
Panels are wonderfully discreet and ideal for installation in 
diverse locations. From bedrooms at home to commercial 
office spaces, where certain types can be used in a suspend-
ed ceiling, they’re truly as versatile as they are warm.

F R A M E L E S S
I R  PA N E L S
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Surface Material:    Premium FIR Coating

Surface Temperature:  110oC  

Voltage:    230V       

Frame:                            no frame

Cable:    1.7m    

Installation:                 wall/ceiling    

Warranty:   2 years (extendable)

Protection Class:   IP54

Certification:   

26    Mirrorstone IR Heating
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We have a massive and ever-expanding range 
of over 500 Image Panels available, so you’ll be 
able to choose the one that reflects your 
personality. You can choose from many 
different image types, in categories including 
Artwork, Animals, Cityscapes & Landscapes.

Coming with an integrated thermostat and 
remote control out of the box, you’ll also have 
three great frame finishes to choose from to 
match your room’s colour scheme.

I M AG E  I R  PA N E L S Surface Material:   Premium FIR Coating

Surface Temperature:  75-95oC  

Voltage:    230V       

Frame:                            white/silver/black

Cable:    1.7m    

Installation:                 wall

Warranty:   2 years (extendable)

Protection Class:   IP54

Certification:   

2228    Mirrorstone IR Heating



Surface Material:   Premium FIR Coating

Surface Temperature:  75-95oC  

Voltage:    230V       

Frame:                            white/silver/black

Cable:    1.7m    

Installation:                 wall

Warranty:   2 years (extendable)

Protection Class:   IP54

Certification:   
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500+ 
Images



There are an infinite number of possibilities 
and they’re limited only by your imagination 
when you choose one of our Custom Printed 
IR Heating Panels. 

They come with a built-in thermostat and 
remote control included, whilst you get to 
decide exactly which image you have printed 
onto your panel. Why not have a lovely family 
portrait in the living room and a cherished 
holiday snap in the bedroom? And with three 
superb frame finishes to choose from, there’s 
no type of décor these panels wouldn’t 
co-ordinate with!

C U S T O M  P R I N T E D
I R  PA N E L S

Surface Material:   Premium FIR Coating

Surface Temperature:  75-95oC  

Voltage:    230V       

Frame:                            white/silver/black

Cable:    1.7m    

Installation:                 wall    

Warranty:   2 years (extendable)

Protection Class:   IP54

Certification:   
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Surface Material:   Premium FIR Coating

Surface Temperature:  75-95oC  

Voltage:    230V       

Frame:                            white/silver/black

Cable:    1.7m    

Installation:                 wall    

Warranty:   2 years (extendable)

Protection Class:   IP54

Certification:   

7day
dispatch 
time

1931



Ultra innovative, our Mirrored Infrared Panel Heaters will be 
indistinguishable from regular mirrors in all but one respect 
– they don’t steam up! This makes them perfect for your 
bathroom or even for a conservatory where there’s a Jacuzzi. 
For an even more premium feel, opt for one of our LED 
backlit options.

M I R R O R E D  
I R  PA N E L S

Surface Material:   Glass & Aluminium

Surface Temperature:  120oC  

Voltage:    230V                                

Cable:    1.7m    

Installation:                 wall   

Warranty:   2 years (extendable)

Protection Class:   IP54

Certification:   
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Surface Material:   Glass & Aluminium

Surface Temperature:  120oC  

Voltage:    230V                                

Cable:    1.7m    

Installation:                 wall   

Warranty:   2 years (extendable)

Protection Class:   IP54

Certification:   
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In stylish black or white, these Glass 
Infrared Heating Panels will look amazing 
when installed on a bedroom wall and 
even on the ceiling of a modern office 
space, where they’ll co-ordinate superbly 
with any type of minimalist décor.

G L A S S  I R  PA N E L S

Surface Material:   Glass

Surface Temperature:  100oC  

Voltage:    230V       

Colour:                            black/frosted white

Cable:    1.7m    

Installation:                 wall

Warranty:   2 years (extendable)

Protection Class:   IP54

Certification:   
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Surface Material:   Glass

Surface Temperature:  100oC  

Voltage:    230V       

Colour:                            black/frosted white

Cable:    1.7m    

Installation:                 wall

Warranty:   2 years (extendable)

Protection Class:   IP54

Certification:   
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Heat your warehouse, shop space, office or 
even a garden area with one of our Helios 
Infrared Bar Heaters. Stylish, compact and 
energy-efficient, they’re available in different 
wattages to heat large spaces. Some even 
come with remote controls included to enable 
you to control your heater from the comfort of 
your sofa.

H E L I O S  I R
B A R  H E AT E R S Surface Material:   Aluminium

Surface Temperature:  200-300oC  

Voltage:    230V       

Cable:    1.5m    

Installation:                 wall/ceiling    

Warranty:   2 years (extendable)

Protection Class:   IP54

Certification:   
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Surface Material:   Aluminium

Surface Temperature:  200-300oC  

Voltage:    230V       

Cable:    1.5m    

Installation:                 wall/ceiling    

Warranty:   2 years (extendable)

Protection Class:   IP54

Certification:   

Wi-Fi Options Available
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Ideal for outdoor settings such as patios and gardens, 
our amazing Aurora Bar Heaters emit a much stronger 
near-infrared heat, which makes them perfect for such 
settings. With remote control and wi-fi options 
available, there’s enough choice in our Auroras for all 
requirements, with super easy installation across the 
whole range.

A U R O R A B A R
H E AT E R S

Wi-Fi Options Available
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Surface Material:   Aluminium

Heating Element:   Carbon Fibre

Surface Temperature:  200-300oC  

Voltage:    230V       

Cable:    1.7m    

Installation:                  wall/ceiling    

Warranty:   2 years (extendable)

Protection Class:   IP65

Certification:   



A compatible Thermostat is absolutely indispensible if you’re to achieve 
the very best results from your Infrared Panel Heaters. Ours are 
compatible with the biggest names in the industry like Hive, Honeywell 
and Nest, so take a look at our range and see what they can do for you.

T H E R M O S TAT S

Coming as a thermostat and receiver 

combo, the Salus RF Digital Program-

mable Thermostat gives you total 

control of up to 3500W worth of heating 

panels, into multiple zones, with 

temperature and time options! Best 

used when hardwired, this thermostat 

gives you everything you’ll need from a 

heating control system.

This Electronic Plug-in Thermo-

stat with 24 Hour Control is super 

easy to install, simply plug it into the 

wall, and then plug your heater into 

it! Once done, you’re able to set your 

desired temperature, along with up 

to three on/off times over a 24-hour 

period. The 1,000 hour lifespan 

integrated battery allows for setting 

changes even when it’s not in use.
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The sleek Mirrorstone 2000 Wi-Fi 

Touch Thermostat comes 

complete with a flat touch screen 

and is available in three premium 

colours. Once hardwired, it can even 

be connected to Alexa and Google 

Assistant for seamless voice control 

via your smart devices! This makes 

the Mirrorstone 2000 a great option 

for any house.

Turn any Classic, Glass, Mirror or any 

panel without a thermostat into a 

revolutionary NXT Gen panel instantly 

with this NXT Gen thermostat and 

remote combo. Simply plug it in, pair up 

the remote to the receiver, and enjoy 

automated temperature control, 7-day 

timer, adaptive start and open window 

detection instantly.
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This simple to use Wi-Fi Plug-in 

Thermostat slots straight into your 

standard UK 3-pin plug, and then 

connects to your smartphone or 

tablet wirelessly for easy distance 

control, no matter where you are in 

the world. Take advantage of 

temperature controls, weekly 

programming, multiple users and 

more with this excellent thermostat.

Mirrorstone IR Panels are compatible with 
electric heater control systems (including 
thermostats and apps) from:



Choose from our selection of Accessories and add the finishing touches to 
your Infrared Panel Heater installation. We have Panel Stands in a variety of 
finishes to enable you to turn your Infrared Panel into a free-standing 
heater, while our Suspension Kits will give them a more permanent feel in 
any environment.

AC C E S S O R I E S
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IR Panel Stands

    Mirrorstone IR Heating

IR Heating Panel Suspension Kit

Black / White

IR Heating Panel Stand

Compatible with: 

Available in:

Classic Panel Range

Image & Custom Panel Heater Range

Nxt Gen Panel Range

Compatible with: 

Classic IR Heating Panel Rage

NXT Gen IR Heating Panel Range

Solis Wi-Fi IR Heating Panel Range

Frameless IR Heating Panel Range

Mirrorstone Towel Rail

Compatible with: 

Glass IR Panel Heater Range

Mirror IR Panel Heater Range

Helios Mounting Brackets

Compatible with: 

Helios IR Bar Heaters Range

Additional Remote Control

Available for: 

Helios IR Bar Heater Range

NXT Gen IR Panel Heater Range

Image & Custom Panel Heater Range



Infrared Panels are set to become the future of domestic 
and commercial heating, and for very good reasons too.

S W I T C H I N G
T O  I NF R A R E D

You can save up to 60% off the cost of your 
heating bills.

You can install them yourself and they take 
less than 60 minutes to fit.

There’s no maintenance involved for their entire 
100,000 hour lifespan (approximately 25 years).

You can enjoy clean and dry heat that’s better for 
your health and for your home.

They produce zero CO2 and help reduce your house-
hold's carbon footprint.

You get a far more attractive and discreet heating 
solution compared to conventional radiators.
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350W NXT GEN IR Panel (White)



All Mirrorstone Heating Infrared Panels are covered by a 2 year warranty 

that's active from the moment an order is placed. Depending on the nature of 

the return, the panel will either be repaired or replaced altogether. 

In the event of a panel suffering damage while in transit, Mirrorstone Heating 

does not accept any liability. We advise that retailers supply pictures of the 

panel for you prior to it being sent out.

The warranty on our Infrared Panels covers failures whilst the heater is being 

used in the way that is intended. Any modifications, alterations, tampering or 

other misuse will void the warranty, and the panel will not be repaired or 

replaced.

As a direct result of our streamlined manufacturing process, we’re able to 

provide an incredibly fast dispatch time of up to 7 days on all our Image 

Infrared Panels and on our Custom Image Infrared Panels.

This ensures that you receive the very best service possible, with excellent 

after sales care from both the retailer and the manufacturer.

C O M M E R C I A L
I N F O R M AT I O N
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The terms outlined above are subject to change without prior notice. You can 
find the latest updates on our website at www.mirrorstoneheating.co.uk



1200W  ‘Helios’ IR Bar Heater
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Available Sizes

295mm x 595mm (Classic Only)

595mm x 595mm

295mm x 1195mm

595mm x 995mm

595mm x 1195mm 

795mm x 1195mm

995mm x 1195mm

180W

350W

350W

580W

700W

900W

1200W

3 - 4m2

5 - 6m2

5 - 6m2

9 - 10m2

11 - 12m2

15 - 16m2

19 - 20m2

Rated Power Heated Area Amps

0.78A

1.52A

1.52A

2.52A

3.04A

3.91A

5.22A

Classic / NXT Gen IR Panel

Available Sizes Rated Power Heated Area Amps

Solis IR Panel

595mm x 595mm

595mm x 995mm

595mm x 1195mm 

4 - 7m2

7 - 12m2

11 - 18m2

Frame Colours Black

Silver

White

Frame Colours Black

Silver

White
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350W

580W

700W

1.52A

2.52A

3.04A

NXT Gen Features Built-in Thermostat

Remote Control

    Mirrorstone IR Heating

Features Built-in Thermostat

Wi-Fi Controllable Wi-Fi

Product Specifications



Available Sizes Rated Power Heated Area Amps

Frameless IR Panel

595mm x 595mm

600mm x 1000mm

595mm x 1195mm 

600mm Diameter

800mm Diameter

350W

580W

700W

280W

500W

4 - 7m2

7 - 12m2

11 - 18m2

3 - 5m2

6 - 9m2

1.52A

2.52A

3.04A

1.22A

2.17A
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Available Sizes

595mm x 595mm

295mm x 1195mm

595mm x 995mm

595mm x 1195mm 

795mm x 1195mm

995mm x 1195mm

350W

350W

580W

700W

900W

1200W

4 - 7m2

4 - 7m2

6 - 12m2

11 - 18m2

13 - 22m2

17 - 29m2

Rated Power Heated Area Amps

1.52A

1.52A

2.52A

3.04A

3.91A

5.22A

Image/Custom Printed IR Panel

Frame Colours Black

Silver

White

Features Built-in Thermostat

Remote Control

Product Specifications
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Available Sizes

600mm x 600mm

600mm x 800mm

600mm x 1000mm 

600mm x 1200mm

850mm Diameter

600mm x 1000mm 

600mm x 1200mm

320W

450W

580W

700W

360W

580W

700W

4-5m2

5 - 8m2

9 - 12m2

13 - 15m2

5 - 6m2

9 - 12m2

13 - 15m2

Rated Power Heated Area Amps

1.3A

1.57A

2.61A

3A

1.57A

2.52A

3.04A

Glass IR Panel

Available Sizes Rated Power Heated Area Amps

Mirrored IR Panel

600mm x 800mm

600mm x 1000mm

600mm x 1200mm

450W

580W

700W

5 - 8m2

9 - 12m2

13 - 15m2

1.96A

2.5A

3A

Glass Colour Black

Frosted White

Available with Towel Rail

Surface Material:   Premium FIR Coating

Surface Temperature:  75-95oC  

Voltage:    230V       

Frame:                            white/silver/black

Cable:    1.7m    

Installation:                  wall/ceiling    

Warranty:   2 years (extendable)

Protection Class:   IP54

Certification:   

    Mirrorstone IR Heating

Edge-lit Range

Product Specifications
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Available Sizes

900mm x 150mm

1200mm x 150mm

1500mm x 150mm

1800mm x 150mm 

1200W

1800W

2400W

3000W

15-18m2

24-28m2

33-38m2

42-50m2

Rated Power Heated Area Amps

5.22A

7.83A

10.43A

13.04A

Helios IR Bar Heater

Available Colours Black / White* 

Available Sizes

790mm x 175mm 

980mm x 175mm

1200W

2400W

16-22m2

31-44m2

Rated Power Heated Area Amps

5.22A

10.43A

Aurora IR Bar Heater

Available Colours

900mm x 150mm

1200mm x 150mm

1500mm x 150mm

1800mm x 150mm 

1200W

1800W

2400W

3000W

15-18m2

24-28m2

33-38m2

42-50m2

5.22A

7.83A

10.43A

13.04A

With Remote Control & Wi-Fi

With Remote Control & Wi-fi

790mm x 175mm 

980mm x 175mm

1200W

2400W

16-22m2

31-44m2

5.22A

10.43A

Black

*White currently not available in the 1200W Ranges

Product Specifications



1200W Image IR Panel (Abstract Geometry)

360W Mirror IR Panel (Round)



700W Glass IR Panel (Black)

GIVE YOUR SPACE BOTH
STYLE & GRACE

An Infrared Heating Panel can change the whole complexion of a 

room for the better when it’s installed on a wall or a ceiling. And it 

won’t only make it look great, it will provide all the warmth you need.



For further enquiries contact:

www.mirrorstoneheating.co.uk
email: enquire@mirrorstoneheating.co.uk
Phone: +44 (0) 116 436 2250 

Distributed to you by:


